
Why is geometry taught in school? Even though the experience of geometry
is almost universal in the United States, not many people think much about it after
they leave their high–school geometry classes. I expect that the average citizen
response to a question about learning geometry would be along the lines of “Yes,
well there are triangles and circles everywhere and everyone needs to learn about
them, and proofs make you think logically. But I was never very good at them.”

What everyone learns about triangles and circles is soon forgotten, except that
π has something to do with circles, and there has never been any evidence that
proving that an angle inscribed in a semicircle must be a right angle has ever
made anyone think logically. Would not everyone be better off if geometry was
replaced in schools by chess, equally good at inspiring logical thought and more
likely to be useful after school days are over?

No. We need to study geometry. Geometry has made the human race what it is,
and geometry deserves homage. When the semi–legendary Thales had the semi–
legendary thought in the far–off sixth century B.C. that it was possible to prove
that the base angles of an isosceles triangle were equal, deducing it from simpler
things that were known to be true, he changed the course of human history in a
big, big way.

It was not one of the trivial turning points in history. What if Columbus’s
ships had all sunk in a storm? What if Napoleon had won the battle of Waterloo?
What if Hitler had died in childbirth? Those are minor questions, inconsequential
compared with “What if Thales hadn’t invented deductive Geometry?” With-
out Thales, there would have been no western civilization. Western civilization
is based on science and reason, and without the example of geometry to show
how powerful reasoning could be, rationality would never have caught on, sci-
ence would never have developed, and the whole world would still be ruled by
pharaohs and other god–kings. Reason has been a good thing, and geometry was
the first large success of reason. Without geometry, civilization would have had a
much harder times existing, and it might have died. Praise to geometry!
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